YUKON TIME began 250 million years ago
Present
day
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covers southern
Yukon Territory
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Canyon Mountain
limestone forms in
tropical sea

Granitic intrusion
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deposits
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Canyon Mountain, a great mass
of limestone,
rises southeast of Whitehorse.

Vast geological time,
diverse geological materials

An ancient tropical reef

C. Roots

Canyon Mountain (locally known as Grey
Mountain) consists of limestone that
formed as a reef in a tropical ocean about
250 million years ago. About 170 million
years ago, the ocean basin closed,
burying and squeezing the reef. Fossils
of sponges and other reef animals were
destroyed by the pressure and heat. In
the recent geological past, water
dissolved the limestone, creating crevices
and shallow caves.

The rocks and sediments of the Whitehorse valley have formed
through the last 250 million years. They tell remarkable stories
about tropical oceans and reefs, granite magmas and copperrich fluids deep in the Earth, lava flows, violent volcanic ash
eruptions, and great glaciations.
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The copper deposits of the Whitehorse Copper
Belt occur at the boundary between granite and
limestone. Why is this so? Geologists explain it
this way. The copper deposits formed about 110
million years ago, during the age of dinosaurs.
Granitic magma moved upward through deeply
buried crustal rocks, including layers of
limestone. Copper-bearing fluids released from
the crystallizing granite reacted vigorously with
limestone, causing copper minerals to
precipitate. Subsequent erosion of about 10 km
of overlying rocks has brought these copper
deposits near the surface, where they can be
mined.
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Copper mines
1 - Keewenaw
2 - Little Chief
3 - Arctic Chief
4 - Copper King
5 - Pueblo

